Then what happened?

Unscramble the words and fill in the blanks.

1. LEPPOE
2. OERIGN
3. KCSI
4. AMTS
5. ALLYIGSE
6. NWTOS
7. KISC
8. GEBGED
9. UTOCH
10. DEGSE
11. AOCLK
12. EAILED

The 1)__________ ran throughout that whole 2)__________ and carried the
3)__________ on 4)__________ to wherever Jesus was.
And wherever He went – into the 5)__________ or countryside – they placed the
6)__________ in the marketplaces. They 8)__________

Him to let them 9)__________ even the
10)__________ of His 11)__________, and all who touched it

were 12)__________.

Welcome to Grace Covenant!

Many people gathered around Jesus. So He and His disciples went away in a boat to rest. But what happened?

Find the underlined letters hidden in the picture below.

Many people recognized them and a large crowd gathered.
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What did Jesus do when He landed and saw the large crowds?

Later, Jesus and His disciples sailed to another place. What happened next?

Cross out all the words that have k, q or w in them. Read the remaining words.

As take soon week as quickly they got owed out broke of the oak whine boat, we people pick recognized quit Jesus.